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Dynamical effects of ionosphericconductivity on the formation
of polar cap arcs
L. Zhu, J. J. Sojka, R. W. Schunk,and D. J. Crain
Centerfor AtmosphericandSpaceSciences,Utah StateUniversity,Logan

Abstract. By usinga magnetosphere-ionosphere
(M-I) couplingmodelof polarcaparcs[Zhu et
al., 1993], a systematicmodelstudyof the effectsof ionospheric
background
conductivityon the
formationof polar caparcshasbeenconducted.The variationsof the ionosphericbackground
conductivityin the modelstudycovertypicalionosphericconditions,includingsolarminimum,solar
maximum,winter, andsummer.The simulationresultsclearlyindicatethat the ionospheric
background
conductivitycandynamicallyaffectthemesoscale
featuresof polarcaparcsthrougha
nonlinearM-I couplingprocessassociated
with the arcs.

1. Introduction

Polar cap arcs are the auroral arcs occurringin the
polar cap or in the regionspolewardof the auroraloval.
The lengthsof thesearcscan be from 100 km up to the
size of the whole polar cap and are alignedparallelto the

statemodels.These modelsmainly deal with the global
staticpatternsof polar cap arcsand their mappingto the
magnetospheric configuration. Therefore they were
unable to study dynamical mesoscalefeatures and M-I
coupling effects that have characterizedthe most recent
observationsof polar cap arcs. In contrast, the Utah
State University Theory Group developed a timedependentquantitativemodel of polar cap arcs [Zhu et
al., 1993] in whichthe electrodynamics
of polar cap arcs

Sun-Earth direction [Davis, 1960; Frank et al., 1986]. In
contrast with the arcs in the auroral oval region, which
have a good correlation to a southwardinterplanetary
magneticfield (IMF), polar cap arcsare mainly observed
is treatedself-consistently
in the frame of the coupled
during periods of northward IMF and quiet magnetic
M-I system.Becauseof the natureof this M-I coupling
conditions [Berkey et al., 1976; Lassen and Danielsen,
model, it can not only conductquantitativetheoretical
1978]. The observationalstudyof polar cap arcs started
studyof dynamicalfeaturesand M-I couplingeffectsof
as early as 1916 when Mawson [1916] was published
polar cap arcs by using typical and generalized
and evolvedfrom the morphologicalstudiesusingsingle
theoreticalinputs,but also perform quantitativemodelground-basedinstrument in the early time to the more
observationcomparisonby directly using observational
recent studies of electrodynamical mesoscalefeatures
data as the inputs.Severaltheoreticalpredictionsof the
and magnetosphere-ionosphere
(M-I) couplingaspectsof
M-I coupling model of polar cap arcs have been
the arcs using multiple ground-basedand space-based
qualitatively
and/orquantitativelyconfirmedby recent
instrumentsin a series of observationalcampaigns(for
observations or through direct model-observation
the detailsof polar cap arcsobservations,the readersare
comparison studies [Obara et al., 1996; Zhu et al.,
referredto a review paperby Zhu et al. [1997]).
1996].
Comparedwith the observations,theoreticalstudiesof
polar cap arcs, especially the quantitative theoretical
of
studies,are still in their early stages. Most theoretical 2. Theoretical Model and Motivation
modelsof polar cap arcs [e.g., Burke et al., 1982; Chiu, Present Study
1989] are either qualitative, semiquantitative,or steady

The present model study of the ionospheric
conductivityeffects on the formationof polar cap arcs
was conducted by using the time-dependent M-I
coupling model [Zhu et al., 1993] mentioned in the

Copyright1998by theAmericanGeophysical
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precedingsection. The mathematicalformulation of the
model will not be discussedin this paper, and the
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interested readers are referred to Zhu et al. [1993]. In the

following, we only briefly summarize the physical
scenario of the model.

The model proposesthat development of polar cap
arcs starts with a magnetosphericplasma shear flow
moving earthwardalong either open or closedmagnetic
field lines and that the shearflow is carried by Alfv6n
waves. The significance of the assumed initial
magnetospheric shear flow in the model has been
discussedby Zhu et al. [1993] and is not repeatedhere.
The downward propagating Alfv6n waves are partially
reflected from the ionosphereand then bounceback and
forth between the ionosphereand magnetosphere. The
nature of the wave reflectionsdependson the conditions
both in the ionosphere and magnetosphere. The
propagating Alfv6n waves carry both upward and
downward field-aligned currents. The precipitating
electrons associatedwith upward field-aligned currents
enhance the conductivity in the ionosphere, and the
modified ionospheric conductivity launches secondary
Alfv6n waves toward the magnetosphere.The upward
propagatingAlfv6n waves,which consistof the reflected
waves and the secondaryAlfv6n waves launchedby the
temporal change of the ionosphericconductivity,carry
the ionosphericinformation back to the magnetosphere,
thus reflecting the active ionospheric role in the
dynamics of polar cap arcs. The whole process is
transient, during which all physical quantities in the
ionosphere change self-consistently in time, and
subsequently,polar cap arcs develop. Because of the
finite conductivity in the ionosphere, the temporal
variation of the Alfv6n waves in the coupledM-I system
diminisheswith time, and the M-I system,as well as the
developmentof polar cap arcs,approachesan asymptotic
steadystateafter severalAlfv6n wave bouncingperiods.
The M-I couplingprocessof polar cap arcsdescribed
above is a time-dependent process, which more
realistically describes the dynamics of polar cap arcs
than the previous steady state models. As can be seen
from the above, the developmentof polar cap arcsin the
model is not a simple mapping of magnetospheric
plasma structures to the ionosphere. Instead, it is
determinedby a time-dependentM-I couplingprocessin
which the ionosphereplays an active role. This is in
sharp contrastto the passiveionosphereadoptedin the
earlier models. The active role of the ionospherein the
formation of polar cap arcsis mainly representedby the
upward propagatingAlfv6n waves, which can modify
the convection and current patterns in the
magnetosphericsourceregions and can also be partially
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reflected from the magnetosphere,depending on the
source region conditions, thereby influencing the
dynamicalformationof polar cap arcsin the ionosphere.
As mentionedabove, the upward propagatingAlfvdn
waves consist of reflected waves from the ionosphere
and the secondary Alfvdn waves launched by the

temporalchangeof the ionosphericconductivity.The
characteristics

of these two kinds of waves can be

influencedby the ionosphericbackgroundconditions,
mainly the ionosphericbackgroundconvectionand
backgroundconductivity. Thereforethe ionospheric
backgroundconvection and conductivity can have
nonlineardynamicaleffectson the formationof polar
caparcs,accordingto the M-I couplingprocessof polar
caparcsdescribedin the above.
In our previouswork, we have systematically
studied
the dynamical effects of the ionosphericbackground
convectionon the formation of polar cap arcs [Sojka et
al., 1994]. In that work, various typical large-scale
ionosphericconvection patterns (two-cell, three-cell,
four-cell, and distortedtwo-cell) reflecting the different
IMF conditionswere adopted,and their effects on the
mesoscale features of the arcs were studied.

The results

indicated that the ionospheric backgroundconvection
can significantlyaffectthe dynamicsof the arcsandthe
nonlinearM-I couplingprocessesassociatedwith the arc
formations. Specifically, it was found that the
appearance of multiple polar cap arcs has a strong
dependence on the magnitude of the large-scale
backgroundconvectionelectric field (E). With the same
initial magnetospheric
driver, they foundthat the number
of the arcs increasedwith an increasein the strengthof
the backgroundconvection,while the spacingbetween
the arcs remained constant. This dependenceis not a
linear effect in which the polar cap arcs simply scale
with the magnitudeof the backgroundconvection. The
degree of striation, or multiple character, of the arcs

increases
rapidly
froma single
arcforE < 20mVm-• to
fivearcsfor30mVm-• withthesame
magnetospheric
driver. These resultsclearly indicatethat the ionosphere
plays an active role in the formation of polar cap arcs
and that the ionosphere dynamically respondsto the
magnetospheric
driver.
A natural extensionof Sojka et al.'s [1994] work can
be a study of the effects of ionosphericbackground
conductivityon the formationof polar cap arcs. In the
polar cap, the ionospheric background conductivity
distributions can be significantly different due to the
solar and seasonal variations.

Since the formation

of

polar cap arcs is an M-I coupling process and the
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ionospherecan dynamicallyrespondto a magnetospheric
driver, significantly different ionospheric background
conductivitydistributionscan lead to differentdynamical
and mesoscale features of polar cap arcs. To
quantitatively explore the dynamical effects of these
different conductivity distributions, we conducted a
series of simulationsusing the M-I coupling model in
which the variations of the ionospheric background
conductivity cover typical ionospheric conditions,
including solar minimum, solar maximum, winter, and
summer.

The

simulation

results

indicate

that

for

1931

magnetosphere and ionosphere are connected by
magnetic field lines which are assumed to be
perpendicular to the ionosphere. The ionospheric
simulation domain is 3000 km long in the X direction
and 1000 km wide in the Y direction. The grid size is 30
km in the X direction and 10 km in the Y direction.

The selectionof boundaryconditionsin the simulation
is basedon the following physicalconsiderations:Polar
cap arcs are mainly aligned in the noon-midnight
direction. Typically, polar cap arcscan be tensto a few
hundreds of kilometers wide and very much stretched

different ionosphericconductivity distributionsdue to

(hundredsto a few thousandsof kilometers) in the noon-

the variation

midnight direction, sometimeseven connectedto both
the dayside and nightside of the auroral oval. In the
distantregionson the dawnsideor dusksideof polar cap
arcs, the background ionosphere can be assumed
undisturbed,and therefore we use a constantboundary

of solar and seasonal conditions, the

dynamicalfeaturesof polar cap arcscan be significantly
differentfor the sametypicalmagnetospheric
driver.
3. Simulations

and Results

condition

and duskside boundaries in

the simulation. On the noonside and midnightside
boundaries,the situationsare completelydifferent. Not
only can the elongatedpolar cap arcsreach or even go
beyondthe boundariesinto the auroraloval, but alsothe
large-scale convection which is mainly in the Sun-

The ionosphereis treatedas a two-dimensional(2-D)
slab with an integrated conductivity. The X axis
measuresthe noon-midnightdimensionand pointsto the
dayside, and the Y axis measures the dawn-dusk
dimension and points to the duskside.
The
magnetosphere
is alsotreatedas a 2-D planethat is used
as a boundaryfor the reflection of Alfv6n waves. The
INITIAL

for the dawnside

aligneddirectioncan carry the disturbanceassociated
with polar cap arcs through the boundaries.
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Figure 1. Potential distribution (solid line) in the dawn-dusk cross section associatedwith the initial
magnetospheric
shearflow andthe corresponding
electricfield distribution(dashedline).
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Accordingly,we usean openboundaryconditionfor the
noonside and midnightside boundaries,which allows
plasmato freely flow throughthe boundaries.
Figure1 showsthepotentialandelectricfield profiles
of a typical magnetospheric
shearflow which is carried
by anearthwardpropagatingAlfv6n wave and wasused
as the initial magnetospheric driver for all the
simulationsin this study. The shearflow is uniformin
the noon-midnightdirection. Since the dynamical
effectsof large-scaleionospheric
background
convection
havebeensystematically
studiedby Sojkaet al. [1994],
in this work we used a simple uniform antisunward
convection(20 mV/m) as the ionosphericbackground
convection
in mostof the simulations
unlessspecifically
mentioned.

OF POLAR CAP ARCS

To determine the ionospheric background
conductivitydistributionsin the polar cap for various
solar and seasonalconditions,we ran a quantitative

ionospheric conductivity model developed by
Rasmussenet al. [1988] first and producedglobal
conductivity distributions for solar minimum, solar
maximum, winter, and summer conditions. On the basis

of these global distributions of the ionospheric
conductivity, we then produced the background
conductivitydistributionsin the polar cap simulation
domain which were used as the inputs for the M-I
couplingmodel.
The

simulations

started

when

the

initial

magnetosphericshear flow, which is carried by
earthward propagating Alfv6n waves, reached the
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ionosphere. This triggered the dynamical process of
polar cap arcs in the simulations in which the Alfv6n
waves were partially reflected from the ionosphere,the
conductivity changed in time due to precipitation
associated with the shear flow, the ionospheric
convection was modified, field-aligned currents and
horizontal currents were enhanced,and the secondary
Alfv6n waves were launchedfrom the ionospheredue to
the temporalchangeof the conductivity. This is a timedependent M-I coupling process which eventually
approached an asymptotic state due to the finite
conductivityin the ionosphere. In the presentstudy,we
focus on the asymptotic features of polar cap arcs to
study how various ionosphericbackgroundconductivity
affect the formation

of the arcs.

FIELD-ALIGNED
CURRENT
(tzA/M
2)
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3.1. Case 1: Winter, Solar Minimum, Antisunward
Convection

The large-scaleionosphericconvectionfor this caseis
a uniform antisunwardconvectionwith a magnitudeof

20 mV m-]. The distribution
of background
Hall
conductivity is uniform in the dawn-dusk direction and
linearly increasesfrom 0.3 mho at the nightside polar
cap to 0.8 mho at the daysidepolar cap, which is based
on the results of the ionospheric conductivity model
mentioned in the above. The ratio of the background
Hall conductance

to the Pedersen conductance

is 1. The

magnetospheric driver is the shear convection flow
shownin Figure 1.
Figure 2 shows the asymptotic features of the polar
cap arcs for the winter and solar minimum conditions.
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Figure 3. Distributionsof (a) field-alignedcurrents,(b) Hall conductance,and (c) Jouleheatingrate, at the
asymptoticsteadystatefor summer,solarminimum,andantisunwardconvectionconditions.
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km) of the ionosphericsimulationdomain,polarcaparcs
only develop in the dayside regions where the
currents and the solid lines denote downward fieldionosphericbackgroundconductivityis relativelyhigher.
alignedcurrents. Pleasenotethat only a portionof the This indicatesthat in the regions where the ionospheric
conductivity is extremely low, the magnetospheric
simulation domain is shown in this figure in order to
displaythe detailedstructuresassociated
with the polar currents associatedwith the initial shear flow simply
cap arcs. It can be seenthat the polar cap arcs have cannotclosein the ionosphereand the currentflow is cut
off in the M-I circuit. Therefore the dynamical M-I
multiple structures even though the initial
coupling
processof polar cap arcs cannotstart,and the
magnetospheric shear flow has only a single
development
of the arcs is blocked. This result may
precipitationchannelin the center. This is consistent
with the conclusions of Zhu et al. [1993] and indicates
imply that for solarminimumand winter conditions,the
the nonlinear dynamical M-I coupling processes extendedpolar cap arcs stretchingfrom the daysideto
the nightsideof thepolarcapmay not be common.
associated with the arcs. Even though the initial
Figure 2b shows the asymptoticHall conductance
magnetosphericshear flow extendsfrom the dayside
associated
with the arcs. It can be seen that in the
boundary(X = 3000 km)tothe nightsideboundary(X = 0

Figure 2a showsthe field-alignedcurrentdistribution,in
which the dashed lines denote upward field-aligned
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Figure 4. Distributionsof (a) field-alignedcurrents,(b) Hall conductance,
and (c) Jouleheatingrate, at the
asymptoticsteadystatefor winter,solarmaximum,andantisunward
convection
conditions.
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regions of polar cap arcs, the conductancehas been
elevatedby a factor of almost 10 from the background
level for this specificcase. Figure 2c showsthe Joule
heatingrate distribution. StrongestJouleheatingis not
colocated with the strongest upward field-aligned
currents, where the arcs locate.

This is because the

precipitation associatedwith the upward field-aligned
currentsenhancesthe conductance,therebyreducingthe
electricfield in theseregions.
3.2. Case 2: Summer, Solar Minimum, Antisunward
Convection

The large-scaleionospheric
convectionfor thiscaseis
still an antisunward convection, which is the same as that

FIELD-ALIGNED
CURRENT
(U.A/M
2)
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in case 1. The ionosphericbackgroundconductivity
distribution is uniform in the dawn-dusk direction and

linearlyincreases
from 3 mhosat thenightside
polarcap
to 6 mhosat the daysidepolarcap,whichis againbased
on the results of the ionosphericconductivity model
[Rasmussenet al., 1988]. The ratio of the background
Hall to the Pedersen conductances is 1.5 for this case.

The magnetospheric
driver is still the shearconvection
flow shownin Figure 1.

Figure3 showsthe asymptoticfeaturesof the polar
caparcsfor the summerandsolarminimumconditions.
As canbe seen,now thereis only a singlearc developed.
The developedarc is more smoothand wider than the
arcsin case1. This can be explainedby the fact that the
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Figure 5. Distributionsof (a) field-alignedcurrents,(b) Hall conductance,
and (c) Jouleheatingrate, at the
asymptoticsteady state for the same solar and seasonalconditionsas Figure 3, but with a sunward
convection.
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high ionosphericbackgroundconductanceallows the
magnetosphericcurrentto be more freely closedin the
ionosphere, which acts to smooth localized discrete

and smoothsinglearc was developedin the simulation.
Hall conductanceand Jouleheatingdistributionsare also
not structured.

structures and leads to wider arcs. In this case, the Hall

conductanceis enhancedby a factor of only 1.5 at the
daysideand about 2 at the nightside. The Jouleheating
distribution in this case is more spread and less
structured

than that in the case of winter

and solar

minimum.

3.3. Case 3: Winter, Solar Maximum, Antisunward
Convection

The ionosphericconditionsand magnetospheric
driver
for this caseare the same as thosefor case 1, exceptthe
solar condition

which is solar maximum

here instead of

3.4. Case 4: Summer, Solar Minimum, Sunward
Convection

When studying the effects of seasonaland solar
conditionson the featuresof polarcap arcs,the influence
of large-scaleionospheric
background
convection
cannot
be completelyexcluded. This is becausethe plasma
convective effect can modify the conductivity
enhancementcausedby the polar cap arc precipitation,
therebymodifyingthefeaturesof thearcs.

Figure5 showsthe resultsof the casein whichthe
seasonal and solar conditions are the same as those in

solar minimum as in case 1. Accordingto the resultsof
the conductivitymodel, now the ionosphericbackground
Hall conductancelinearly increasesfrom 0.4 mho at the
nightsidepolar cap to 2.6 mhosat the daysidepolar cap,

case 2, but a sunward convection is used insteadof an
antisunwardconvection. By comparingthe featuresof

which mimics the winter and solar maximum

actuallyto reducethe intensityof polar cap arcs. The
effect of the large-scaleconvectionon the enhancement
of conductivity,and therebyon the formationof polar
cap arcs, can be explainedin the following: For an

conditions.

Figure 4 showsthe asymptoticfeaturesof the arcsfor
winter

and solar

maximum

conditions.

One

of the

interestingfeaturesof the arcsin this caseis that thereis
neither a simple single smootharc nor typical multiple
arcs. It starts with a single arc at the dayside and
graduallychangesto an arc with multiple structures.At
the far end of the nightside regions, the dynamical
process of polar cap arcs is blocked, and no arc
developed. Bearing in mind the resultsof case 1 and 2
discussedabove,it is not hard to understandthesespatial
features of polar cap arcs. It is the ionospheric
backgroundconductancethat plays an active role in the
M-I couplingprocessof the formationof polar cap arcs.
A high conductancefavors the appearanceof a single
arc, while a low conductancefavors the appearanceof
multiple arcs, and an extremely low conductancemay
block the dynamical development of the arcs.
Specifically,the favorablerangeof Hall conductivityfor
multiple arcs is from 0.5 mho to 1.5 mhos. Below 0.5
mho there will be no observable arc, and above 1.5 mhos

therewill bejust a singlesmootharc.
Another interestingfeature for the case of winter and
solar maximum is strong Joule heating associatedwith
polar cap arc processes. For this case, the maximum
Joule
heating
rategoesbeyond
7 ergscm-2s.-• Again,
the strongestJoule heating regions are not collocated
with the arcs, but insteadare locatedat the edge of the
polar cap arcs.
We also ran the case of summer and solar maximum

with antisunwardconvection (not shown here). A wide

polarcaparcsshownin Figure5 with thosein Figure3,
it can be seen that the effect of a sunward convection is

antisunwardconvection,enhancedelectron populations
are convected antisunward into regions of reduced

conductivityand so enhancethe conductivityeffect on
the M-I coupling processof the arcs. In contrast,a
sunward convection moves the same enhanced electron

populations
into regionsof largerconductivity,
thereby
reducingits effect on the M-I couplingprocess.It can
also be seen from the comparisonthat a sunward
convectiontendsto reducethe spatialgradientsof both
the conductanceand Jouleheatingrate.

4. Summary and Conclusions
By using an M-I coupling model of polar cap arcs
[Zhu et al., 1993], in which the electrodynamics
of polar
cap arcs is treatedself-consistentlyin the frame of the
coupledM-I systemand the activerole of the ionosphere
is specificallystressed,we conducteda systematicmodel
study of the effects of ionospheric background
conductivity on the formation of polar cap arcs. The
main results can be summarized

as follows:

1. The ionospheric background conductivity can
dynamically affect the formation of polar cap arcs
throughthe associated
M-I couplingprocesses.
2. A very low conductivitycan block the formationof
the arcs, high conductivity conditions favor the
appearanceof a single arc, and the favorablerange of

ZHU ET AL.: FORMATION

Hall conductivity for multiple arcs is from 0.5 mho to
3. The model predicts that for winter and solar
minimum, extended polar cap arcs crossingthe whole
polar cap should not be common. Typically, polar cap
arcs are narrower

and more

structured

for winter

and

wider and less structured for summer.

4. In the precipitation regions of polar cap arcs,
conductivitycan be enhancedby a factor of more than
10 for winter and solar minimum conditionsand by a
factor of 1.5-2 for summer and solar maximum.
Winter

1937

Davis, T. N., The morphologyof the polar aurora,J. Geophys.
Res., 65, 3497, 1960.

1.5 mhos.

5.
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and solar maximum

conditions

favor

the

appearanceof polar cap arcs with strongJoule heating.
For all seasonal and solar conditions, strong Joule
heatingregionsare not colocatedwith polar cap arcsand
alwayscenterat the edgeof the arcs.
6. A sunwardconvectiontendsto reducethe intensity
of the arcs.
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